have the privileges and immunities specified in paragraphs 1 to 7 of Part III of the Fourth Schedule to the Act:

Provided that the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to citizens of Kenya or to citizens or nationals of any country or to any person who is ordinarily resident in Kenya except solely for the purpose of being an employee of, and working exclusively for, the Center.

Dated the 8th September, 2014

AMINA C. MOHAMED,
Cabinet Secretary for Foreign Affairs and International Trade.

LEGAL NOTICE NO. 133

THE KENYA CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION ACT
(No. 11 of 2011)

DECLARATION

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by section 25(3) of the Citizenship and Immigration Act, 2011, the Cabinet Secretary for the Interior and Co-ordination of National Government declares the identity card issued under section 9 (1) of the Registration of Persons Act to be a travel document for the purposes of travel to the Republic of Rwanda and the Republic of Uganda.

Dated the 20th August, 2014.

JOSEPH OLE LENKU,
Cabinet Secretary,
Ministry of Interior and Co-ordination of National Government.

LEGAL NOTICE NO. 134

THE COMPETITION ACT
(No. 12 of 2010)

EXCLUSION

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by section 42 (1) of the Competition Act, 2010, the Competition Authority of Kenya excludes the proposed acquisition of 40.15% of the issued share capital of Ngare Narok Meat Industries Limited by Fanisi Investment Limited due to the following reasons—

(a) the merger will not affect competition negatively; and

(b) the combined turnover for the target and the acquiring was KSh. 158,228,342 for the preceding year and hence below the required merger threshold for mandatory notification.

Dated the 15th September, 2014.

WANG’OMBE KARIUKI,
Director-General.